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Dear Bill, 

11/3074 

Sa_ry I forgot to ask when we spoke yesterday. 
I wonder if your people could go for several of the stories possible with a few of the documents in this book that can sake separate items and are not getting and will not get attention with tho book, 	have a wok of intensive radio broadcasts by phono by which to judge, plus majoremPdia reactions, more than from AP and MI.) 

I have put slips in where I think it might be possible. 
I n return I'd settle not for cash but for trade-deal ads. 
Jis Lear borrowud the money to pay the printer. We have, among owe special problems* the fact that all but two of the major vinolesalers with when I have dealt having gypped me out of ;taw thousands of dollars, so I met distribute through them. And while Jim understood this and still felt 'he had to rue the risk to bring this out, particularly for the influence it could have on the °ours* of amending the Freedom of Information law, I as anxious for his to be able to pay the debt off. And stop min interest on it, 
Addressing envelopes ma and licking stamps are not the way I'd prefer to spend tins but at the moment it is the only way we can distrubuto. So ads, that could direct orders to no would be satUfaotory pay if you can go for any of these or probably other individual it.las that can stand aloes. 
I'40 markea the nonsensical explanation Warren gave for taking the job he knee no Justice should take, If be could believe 141a on this what %mold mere mortal not believe? 

Then there is the Onissift by the FBI of the Oswald notebook pages with Host's nags, awiber and car licemeo and ths "explanation." 
And with the recent criticism of Jamorski. I've narked one letter. I have may more. And be has a CIA past in my files. Anderson FUnd 1967 scandals. 
You may see others. 

And I can We ads I 

Bent, 


